
FraudStop is a cyber security platform that provides the fullest defense 
against fraudulent payments and subscriptions.

How Does it Work?

Empello employs 100+ blocking criteria to prevent advanced forms of payment fraud, including:

FraudStop checks every click on the payment page for fraudulent threats and assigns a token to 
a user each time they visit the payment page, with any suspicious parameters or actions recorded 
against the token.

Transactions without a valid token or carrying a token with any of Empello’s comprehensive blocking 
criteria, are flagged to the payment provider.

i-Framing of payment pages

Bots accessing payment pages

Spoofing and Proxy detection

Suspicious traffic sources

Traffic spikes from unusual sources

in-app malware with extensive blacklist

User behaviour monitoring



Implementing FraudStop

Constantly Evolving to meet new Threats

Preventing 10 million+ fraudulent transactions each month

For more info

Contact us Check online

If you would like to know more about FraudStop 
please get in touch or go online.

+44 (0) 203 189 1660 
info@empello.com

empello.com

10 years of fighting fraud 

FraudStop is deployed via a script, typically on the payment page.

The solution provides authorised parties with real-time access to track attempted fraud, which is 
delivered through a dashboard.

Configurable Traffic Insights allow in depth analysis of the performance of each traffic source for 
optimisation of ad spend.

We have a range of different integration modes which can cover any range of service configurations 
including merchant hosted, aggregator hosted and carrier hosted payment pages, along with OTP 
and click flows with, or without HE.

The FraudStop technology runs entirely on AWS infrastructure and is hosted on international 
servers in London, Sao Paulo and Singapore.

FraudStop’s multi-faceted system has a detection engine at its core using machine learning to 
continuously evolve and block emerging threats.

This is supported by data from FraudScan, with blacklisted apps and campaigns imported onto the 
detection system to block traffic known to be fraudulent.

The combination of its machine learning engine, FraudScan data and comprehensive blocking 
criteria, means FraudStop provides the maximum defence against emerging types of threat.
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